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Using Learn to Code with MATLABÂ®, participants learn basic coding concepts by solving the real world. Learning Solutions allows you to solve many classical problems in graph theory - build a network of a distributed graph framework, build a graph of farms, a network of vertex edges, a
partition network, and many others. Using LS, you can also solve such non-standard problems as finding the optimal coding algorithm for given data, building optimal algorithms for distributed graphs and networks, as well as building an optimal distributed graph algorithm over graphs. LS offers

the creation of distributed graph clusters, flag graphs and other graphs. LS algorithms are based on the principles of consistency, structure, parallelism and the maximum degree of probability, which makes it possible to apply them in solving classical coding problems. The solution of programming
problems is carried out in the course of solving recognition problems. The principles of optimal strategy, feedback, boundary conditions theory, optimization theory, linear programming and game theory are used to solve control problems. In particular, the algorithms of the least squares method

and the logical possibilities of two-dimensional optimization (6, 12), as well as system programming (4, 10) are used to solve the optimal control problem. When solving optimization problems and constructing optimal control structures, methods of intelligent analysis of the decision tree are used.
The lecturer will demonstrate an algorithm that allows you to build an implicit distribution network of distances and coordinates, which allows you to build a network that is minimal in size. This network automatically calculates the implicit distances between neighboring elements and,
accordingly, the load on external links. Efficient use of Mathcad functions. Relative transformations of dimensions of geometric structures, matrices, coordinate grids Relational databases as a way to store information Matrices and inverse matrices. Registers Information technology in

management Mathematical support of computer vision MathCad and database functions according to MetaEdit 6.5 Tape-polarized filtering. Investigation of the influence of the position and shape of elements Investigation of the influence of correlation growth on the distribution of numbers
Investigation of the distribution function between elements that belong to different classes There are several approaches to distribution analysis. The most important property of a distribution that can be used for analysis is that it is a function of the distribution density. This lecture will look at

various methods that allow you to build a distribution with a given density, and then use it to analyze
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